ABSTRACT. Let R be a ring A bi-additive symmetric mapping d R R R is called a symmetric hi-derivation if, for any fixed y E R, the mapping z D(z, 1) is a derivation The purpose of this paper is to prove the following conjecture of Vukman Let R be a noncommutative prime ring with suitable characteristic restrictions, and let D R x R R and f z D(z, z) be a symmetric hi-derivation and its trace, respectively Suppose that f(x) E Z(R)for all x R, where .fk+l(X) [.fk(X),X] for k > 1 and f](x) f(x), thenD =0
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, R will denote an associative ring with center Z(R). We write [z,y] [1, 2] Some recent results cnceming symmetric bi-derivations of prime tings can be found in Vukman [3, 4] . In [4] PROPOSITION. Let n be a positive integer; let R be a prime ring with char R 0 or char R > n; and let g be a derivation of R and f the trace of a symmetric hi-derivation D For 1, 2, n, let F,(X,Y,Z) be a generalized polynomial such that, F(kx, f(kx),g(kx))= k'F,(x,f(z),g(x)) for all x R for k 1, 2, n. Let a R, and (a) the additive subgroup generated by a If for all x (a), F,,(z,f(z),9(z)) + Fr,-,(z,f(z),9(z)) +... + F(z,f(z),9(z)) Z(R), (22) thenF,(a,f(a),g(a)) Z(R) 
